General Anthropology Major

Block I - Introductory Courses:
ANTH001: Intro to Archaeology OR ANTH005: Great Transformations
ANTH002: Intro to Cultural Anthropology OR ANTH004: The Modern World and its Cultural Background
ANTH003: Intro to Human Evolution

Block II – Eleven courses, including at least two each from Archaeological, Biological, and Cultural/Linguistic or Medical, plus the Capstone Seminar. Permission may be requested for up to three non-ANTH courses with content related to an anthropological theme.

[Arch ANTH]__________________________
[Arch ANTH]__________________________
[Bio ANTH]__________________________
[Bio ANTH]__________________________
[Cult/Ling/Med ANTH]________________
[Cult/Ling/Med ANTH]________________
[ANTH]______________________________
[ANTH or OTHER]____________________
[ANTH or OTHER]____________________
[ANTH or OTHER]____________________
ANTH300: Capstone Seminar_____________